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compare # Second argument: folder to put output from comparison # cmd is the current dir and $0 is the script while getopts

"p:" opt; do case "$opt" in p) outputdir=$OPTARG ;; *) echo "Usage: $0 [path] [path]..." exit 1 ;; esac done tempdir=$(mktemp
-d) trap "rm -rf ${tempdir}" EXIT cd $dir if [ -d "$outputdir" ]; then echo -n "Determining whether $outputdir exists... ." if [ -d

$outputdir ]; then echo -n "ok" else echo -n "not ok" fi else echo "Creating directory $outputdir" mkdir $outputdir fi if [ -d
"$outputdir" ]; then echo -n "Determining whether $outputdir exists... ." if [ -d $outputdir ]; then echo -n "ok" else echo -n "not

ok" fi else echo "Creating directory $outputdir" mkdir $outputdir fi if [ -d "$dir" ]; then echo -n "Determining whether $dir
exists... ." if [ -d $dir ]; then echo -n "ok" else
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